This work presents a new method for monitoring the preload torque in a composite bolted connection using an embedded fiber Bragg grating sensor. A unique washer was designed to impose a specified nonuniform strain field across the grating, causing distortion in the reflected optical spectrum. Using the full-width at half maximum bandwidth of the Bragg reflection spectrum as the preload-sensitive feature, it is shown that this feature increases monotonically-and quite linearly-with increasing applied bolt torque. It is also demonstrated that, although distorted, the spectral structure of the sensor is maintained such that it is simultaneously able to function in its typical use as a uniaxial strain sensor, thus essentially creating a dual-purpose sensor. The computational design approach is validated with a prototype experiment.
Introduction
Nut, washer, and bolt assemblies are a ubiquitous fastening solution for high-performance load transfer with easy installation and repair access. The clamping force in such bolted connections becomes the key performance metric for which monitoring is desirable since loss of that force may induce system-level failure. Standard maintenance procedures for monitoring torque levels in mechanical fasteners currently involve time-based approaches that are costly in both human resources and in-service down time of the primary structure. Current mitigation strategies, in addition to time-based monitoring, include significant over design and redundant fasteners, which are not sustainable strategies for increasingly more applications that demand low-weight, high-performance structures, particularly in newer aerospace and naval applications.
Numerous strategies for monitoring the health of those connections have been previously proposed. Generally speaking, structural health monitoring (SHM) provides a decision-making framework for damage detection via in-service data acquisition, damage-sensitive feature extraction, and statistical hypothesis testing (Farrar and Worden, 2007) . For bolted connections, vibration-based methods are attractive because they do not require special connection hardware, which may introduce highly undesirable cost increases. By monitoring and comparing signals on either side of a connection, preload loss (defined as the ''damage'' in this application) may be detected. Ritdumrongkul et al. (2003) used lead zirconium titanate (PZT) piezoelectric transducers as actuators and sensors to detect bolt loosening via change detection of the broadband coupled sensor/host electromechanical impedance. Mascarenas et al. (2007) developed a wireless impedance-measurement node designed for bolt preload monitoring; a earlier comprehensive review of impedance-based SHM approaches was performed by Park et al. (2003) . Todd et al. (2004) demonstrated the use of properly tuned chaotic input excitation as a robust damage detector in bolted connections in creating an ''active connection.' ' Nichols et al. (2004) similarly used nonlinear predictive models and their associated prediction error as a damage-sensitive feature. Fasel et al. (2005) developed a damage detection strategy via a frequency-domain auto-regressive model with exogenous inputs (ARX) that was analyzed with extreme value statistics, while Haynes and Todd (2012) employed a Bayesian approach as the statistical framework for damage detection in a bolted structure.
In contrast to the aforementioned transmissible methods, which assess damage by analysis of signals interacting (or otherwise compared) across a connection, other impedance-based methods have been developed with customized or modified connection hardware. Mascarenas et al. (2007) explored the use of PZTenhanced washers, PZT ring stack actuators, and traditional nuts with PZT installments. Okugawa (2004) introduced a smart washer consisting of a thin plate and affixed PZT sensor installed below the bolt head and cantilevered over a traditional washer. Okugawa demonstrated that the natural frequency of the smart washer would change as varying bolt torque altered the boundary condition of the cantilevered washer. Yang and Chang (2006) designed PZT ceramic washers installed in a bracket-bolt assembly for the monitoring of C-C composite thermal protection panels.
A significant amount of the relevant research employs PZT actuators as the foundational sensing methodology. This work, however, presents a solution to monitoring bolt torque via fiber Bragg grating (FBG) optical sensors embedded in a composite substrate and a specially designed washer. In contrast to the current impedancebased methods, the proposed approach does not require expensive connection hardware and uses a sensor that is already functioning in a different capacity as part of a greater sensor network for other SHM application spaces like the one proposed by Yeager et al. (2016) . FBG sensors are created by modulating the refractive index of the core of an optical fiber, causing this modulation area to operate as an optical notch filter. The peak of the narrow band wavelength reflection may then be tracked, as it is proportional to the strain acting along the direction of the fiber as shown in Figure 1 via the opto-elastic effect (Kersey et al., 1997) . Because of their negligible weight and application footprint, FBGs are particularly suited for embedding in composite laminate structures, and they have been used previously as sensors for various SHM applications in this capacity.
One of the challenges in the embedding of FBGs is that localized gradients in the axial strain field across the grating gage length can produce significant distortion in the reflected Bragg spectrum (Kahandawa et al., 2012) . If this distortion is severe, it may prevent the accurate tracking of reflected wavelength peak shifts, resulting in inaccuracies in the interpretation of strain data. Significant research efforts have been made to model and characterize the effect of localized strain gradients on FBGs. Using a transfer-matrix approach (Yamada and Sakuda, 1987) , Huang et al. (1995) were the first to model Bragg spectra of chirped (strain-graded) FBG sensors by approximating the strain gradient as a piecewise continuous function that is constant within discretized grating lengths. After the calculation of the average period in each segment, the coupled mode theory equations are solved to reproduce the distorted Bragg spectrum. Prabhugoud and Peters (2004) presented a modified local period function for significant gradients that would cause the traditional method to be nonconverging. Park and Peters (2012) demonstrated the effect of linear strain gradients of varying intensities on the reflected Bragg spectra both analytically and experimentally. Gill et al. (2004) presented a genetic algorithm to reconstruct Bragg spectra based on highly complex and discontinuous strain profiles. Prabhugoud and Peters (2006) developed an integrated formulation of the spectral response using a finite element (FE) model and a modified transfermatrix method. Oliveira et al. (2008) explored the spectral response of gratings that were loaded transversely over a short region of the grating.
Researchers have also found innovative ways to employ distorted Bragg spectra in nontraditional ways to detect damage and develop SHM strategies. Okabe et al. (2000) detected transverse cracks in a composite laminate by examining the spectral broadening of an FBG sensor, and Takeda et al. (2002) proposed an intensity ratio derived from spectral distortion to detect delamination in cross-ply laminates. In a similar motivation, this study exploits the tendency of FBG spectra to distort under nonuniform strains by controlling the local imposed strain field in such a way as to produce monotonically increasing broadening of the Bragg spectra with increased fastener torque while inducing minimal wavelength shift. Thus, the method maintains a clearly detectable peak in the reflected spectrum that may still be tracked in the typical manner and used as a traditional uniaxial strain sensor. The theory behind the method will be demonstrated along with the experimental demonstrations of feature correlation to bolt torque. Finally, it is demonstrated through vibration testing that the embedded FBG can still operate as a tradition strain sensor under the imposed distortion. Essentially, the novelty of the proposed method resides in exploiting imposed spectral distortion in an FBG sensor, which is decoupled to first order from central wavelength shifting, to create a sensor concept that can monitor bolt torque while simultaneously measuring local strain field.
Theory

Transfer-matrix method
Fundamentally, a Bragg spectrum's response to strain change is dependent on the grating period, L, and the core refractive index, n. The effective index of refraction defining the grating may be represented by
where z is the direction down the longitudinal axis of the fiber from 2L/2 \ z \ L/2 where L is the length of the grating, z is the fringe visibility, L 0 is the nominal grating period, fðzÞ is grating chirp function, dn eff is the spatially averaged peak refraction index offset, and A(z) is an apodization function to suppress spectral side lobes. For these simulations, a Gaussian apodization was imposed (Khan and Islam, 2012) A
where s is a sharpness parameter. This parameter was adjusted until the shape of the simulated Bragg spectra matched the baseline spectra of the sensors to be used for experimental evaluation. The transfer-matrix approach allows for discretization of the grating into M smaller gratings where the strain distribution is represented as a piecewise continuous function with the ith grating period, L i , averaged over the ith grating segment
where p e is the effective photoelastic constant of the glass fiber and e i is the applied axial strain averaged over the ith grating segment. The amplitudes of the forward and backward modes propagating through the ith segment, denoted by R and S, respectively, in the following equation, can be expressed as a function of a segment's optical transfer matrix,
Then, the ith optical transfer matrix is thus formulated
where Dz is the grating segment length. The coupling coefficients are given bŷ
where l is the wavelength. The global optical transfer matrix, T, is the concatenation of the individual segment T-matrices
The full transfer-matrix formulation, then, is
Because no backward traveling wave exists for z ! L=2, the right-side vector elements in equation (8) are described as SðL=2; lÞ = 0 and RðL=2; lÞ = R L=2 . Clearly, R L=2 will be a common factor in both RðÀL=2; lÞ and SðÀL=2; lÞ, so any nonzero value can be assumed for R L=2 (Huang et al., 1995) . Finally, peak reflectivity, as a function of wavelength, can be written as follows
Using this analytical approach, a model of a reflected Bragg spectrum is generated under any imposed strain gradient across the sensor. As outlined by Park and Peters (2012) , a linear strain gradient with a net zero strain across the gradient will reduce the peak reflectivity while simultaneously making the spectrum increasingly broadband. The method purported in this work not only relies on this behavior but also requires that the general shape and structure of the spectrum be preserved. Park and Peters (2012) showed that severe linear strain gradients produced highly distorted spectra with multiple peaks and smeared wavelength content. In order to better preserve the structure of the spectra, and to create a physically plausible situation with a mechanical fastener, the strain profiles in Figure 2 were chosen.
After applying the transfer-matrix method with the strain profiles in Figure 2 , the simulated Bragg spectra are presented in Figure 3 .
Imposed strain field
The results presented in Figure 3 theoretically affirm the hypothesis that a particular strain profile may be chosen so as to exhibit control over the widening of the Bragg spectrum under increased strain magnitude. Practically, we need to create a physical situation that will impose the desired strain profiles near the fastener that is to be monitored. One such situation would be to impose two traction loads on the surface of the composite in the same direction down the length of an embedded optical fiber as shown in Figure 4 .
This load state, in theory, should produce a strain curve similar to the curve at the top of Figure 4 . Additionally, if the FBG sensor begins and ends directly underneath the two traction loads, then the sensor will experience something very similar to the strain profile in Figure 2 . To validate this assumption, a crude FE model was created to simulate the load case as shown in Figure 5 .
The model was created and meshed using hexagonal elements. The location of the 1-cm-long FBG was modeled at the surface of the fiberglass plate to accurately obtain the strain profile over the length of the FBG. Additionally, a mesh control was generated at the location of the FBG, providing a finer mesh and a smooth discretized strain profile. The element width along the 1-cm gradient is 1.25 mm providing 80 elements and 80 strain values along the length of the grating. This load state produces z-direction strains as shown in Figure 6 .
With both traction loads positioned at the termination points of the grating, the strain profile that the grating experiences (25 \ z \ 5 mm) closely matches our modeled strain profiles from Figure 2 .
Experimental design and performance
Washer design
The analytically generated spectra in the previous section have provided validation that a full-width at half maximum (FWHM) spectral metric could be a preload-sensitive feature for a bolted assembly under the assumed strain states. In order to further validate the method, a special washer was designed to impose the desired load case and therefore the desired strain profiles across the grating. The washer was threedimensional (3D) printed using an Ultimaker 2 with a nozzle diameter of 0.4 mm and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic. It is important to note that the choice of ABS as the washer material was made because of its ability to be 3D printed and, therefore, rapidly prototyped. In a long-term deployable application, investigations would need to be made into an optimal material, particularly with regard to thermally induced creep, but such long-term studies are beyond the scope of the present proof of concept. Figure 7 shows the washer design and the final printed washer.
In principle, the washer would be positioned above an embedded FBG near a bolt hole with the textured teeth of the washer sitting directly above the ends of the sensor. As a bolt is tightened, the clamping load produced contact friction between the bolt head and the 3D printed washer, which would, in turn, impose the desired surface tractions. Figures 8 and 9 present a schematic diagram of the proposed bolt-washer-sensor assembly.
An important consideration in the washer design was to mitigate power attenuation through the fiber by avoiding direct contact of the washer with the optical fiber. This is the reason for the design of several concentrated loads around the fiber as opposed to a uniform line load across the fiber. Both would impose the desired strain field on bolt tightening, but a line across the fiber would inhibit light propagation as the bolt was tightened, increasing the clamping load from the washer against the composite with the embedded FBG and reducing the potential signal to noise of the FBG as well as jeopardize any ''downstream'' multiplexed FBGs in an array. Clearly, the through-thickness compression stress applied by the washer is sub-optimal in this study because part of the contact surface of the washer has been removed. This would result in a loss of strength of the connection, all other things being equal. In practice, the final washer design would have a larger contact surface while constraints in the resolution of the 3D printer necessitated the current design. 
Composite specimen design and sensor embedment
The material used to conduct the experiments was Prepreg Style 7781 Woven E-Glass with 38% resin volume ratio with a cured ply thickness of 0.25 mm. To simulate a realistic bolted joint connection, the thickness of the cured laminate was designed to be comparable to the diameter of the 6.35-mm-diameter bolt used. The design ply orientation used was [0 5 /45 5 ] S , resulting in a cured thickness of 4.925 mm. The composite was laid up and cured using a system combining vacuum bagging and an oven. Figure 10 shows the layup before placement in the curing oven.
The specimen contained four embedded FBG sensors although the technique presented only requires one sensor. The other sensors were installed for fabrication redundancy and were not used in the experiment. The sensors are all embedded underneath the uppermost layer of the laminate. The assumption is made that the further away (through the thickness) the sensor is to the surface of the laminate where the washer will be installed, the less effective the technique will be because the material interactions between the composite and the washer will prevent sufficient strain transfer to the sensor.
An ongoing issue with embedded FBG sensors in composites is the egress of the fiber from the specimen. The fragility of the protruding fiber is an obstacle standing in the way of commercialization of embedded FBGs. Although solutions to this problem are active research topics (Kang et al., 2000; Kinet et al., 2010; Beukema, 2012; Kinet et al., 2014) , it is beyond the scope of this work. For our purposes, the edge of the specimen with the egress of the fibers was ''stepped down'' by cutting each successive layer a 3.175 mm wider than the last. This provided a smooth ramped edge for the protruding fibers and minimized localized stress concentrations.
The vacuum bagging provided a constant pressure of 100 kPa. The cure cycle used was a ramp increase in temperature of 1.7°C/min up to 135°C, where this temperature was maintained for 60 min. After the 60 min, the part was cooled using the ambient air temperature.
Experimental validation
In order to validate the performance of the preloadsensitive feature, two experiments were conducted. The first experiment tested the relationship between the FWHM feature and the applied torque. The test was conducted by securing the composite specimen and installing a bolt, metal washer, 3D printed washer, lock washer, and nut assembly through the composite specimen. Using a torque wrench, torque was increased from 0 to 14 N m in 0.5-N m increments. At each torque level, full spectral data were acquired using a laptop computer and Micron Optics' ENLIGHT software with a Micron Optics SM700 fiber optic interrogator. The interrogator has the ability to track spectral peak values at 2 kHz. In order to sample the entire Bragg spectrum instead of just a singular peak value, the sampling rate is reduced to 1.2 Hz. Full Bragg spectra were acquired for 30 s so that noise can be averaged out at each torque level. Figure 11 shows the averaged Bragg spectra for a selected number of torque levels. We note that the trend in the spectral shape change with increasing bolt torque is similar to the analytical simulations presented in Figure 4 . On comparison, we note that the spectra in Figure 11 lack the perfect symmetry observed in the analytically simulated spectra in Figure 4 . This is a product of the embedment process itself and nuances in the washer orientation. As the composite specimen cures, it creates residual strain fields throughout the composite as a result of subtle inconsistencies in fiber geometry and orientation, resin uniformity, and anomalies in vacuum bagging and oven cure. These strain gradients, if present across the length of an FBG, will distort the reflected spectrum (Kuang et al., 2001) . Another cause of this asymmetry can be attributed to the difficulty in perfectly orienting the washer over the grating. Even a subtle misalignment will cause the grating to experience an unbalanced strain gradient and induce spectral distortion. Recalling the simulated spectra in Figure 4 , we note that although there is spectral shape change, the grating spectrum does not shift side to side because the imposed strain field yields a net zero strain across the grating. This was not the case with the measured spectra during experimentation. As bolt torque and z-direction traction loading on the grating increased, there was not a net zero strain acting on the grating, causing it to shift laterally very slightly as it changed shape and distorted. A variety of variables could have contributed to this, but the most likely is the previously mentioned orientation and position of the washer. Unless the washer is perfectly symmetric on the grating, it will produce a nonzero total strain on the grating that induces lateral shift of the Bragg spectra, even if the shape is comparable to the gradients in Figure 2 . Pragmatically, however, this shift is inconsequential because the damage-sensitive feature is blind to the position of the spectra in the optical space. It depends only on the shape of the spectra via the FWHM metric. In light of this observation, the spectra in Figure 11 were aligned horizontally according to the wavelength location of peak reflectivity for illustrative and comparative purposes.
At each torque level, the FWHM of each averaged spectrum was calculated and plotted against the torque value. Figure 12 presents the results.
We see a monotonic, and nearly linear, relationship between the FWHM feature and bolt torque, which validates the feasibility of fastener loosening detection with this method. In this experiment, the FWHM feature was calculated after many averages through time of sampled Bragg spectra with the test article unloaded (other than the clamping force of the fastener assembly). In practice, a connection would experience a wide range of dynamic loading scenarios that could induce undesirable stress distributions across the grating due to the stress concentration of the bolt hole. These stress distributions could adversely affect the FWHM feature. In the authors' estimation, these anomalous feature measurements would be ''averaged out'' with full spectral sampling through extended periods of operation of the structure, but this would need future investigation. An important advantage of this proposed sensing method is the ability of the sensor to still be used as a traditional uniaxial strain sensor. An operational scenario will be discussed next to show how this feature could be used to design a damage detection strategy on a structure in practice and validating the sensor's dual purpose.
Discussion
Employing embedded FBGs as the sensing component of a damage detection strategy for composite structures has been successful in the literature but only in laboratory settings. Full commercialization of SHM systems with this application has been slow to develop for several reasons including lack of robustness, cost, and the complexity of the fabrication process. The proposed method for monitoring bolt torque addresses some of the aforementioned concerns. This method requires the installation of a custom washer that would be relatively inexpensive to mass produce if commercialized. Another key advantage of this method is that it still allows the embedded sensor to operate as a uniaxial strain sensor via peak tracking of the Bragg spectra. This would allow the sensor to monitor bolt torque through full spectral interrogation while simultaneously allowing the sensor to function in an array as part of a more global vibration-based SHM system. In order to validate this claim, an auxiliary experiment was performed. Using the same test specimen, a surfacemounted FBG was installed in exactly the same position and orientation as the embedded sensor but on the bottom of the composite specimen as shown in Figure 13 .
Because the embedded FBG is only one ply down in the layup, it is close enough to the surface to respond exactly opposite the surface-mounted FBG on the bottom of the specimen when under dynamic loadings orthogonal to the surface of the composite plate. For the experiment, the composite was affixed to a test fixture positioned above an MB Dynamics electromechanical shaker as shown in Figure 14 . A plastic stinger attached the shaker to the part, and an MB Dynamics SL500VCF power amplifier powered the shaker. In order to establish the sensitivity of the FWHM feature, a baseline library was generated by tightening the bolt assembly to 10 N m of torque and then capturing full spectral data. Then, the bolt assembly was loosened to approximately 3 N m and retightened to 10 N m to capture the same full spectral data. This process was repeated until 100 individual tests were complete giving 100 FWHM spectral measurements, each at 10 N m of torque. Figure 15 presents a histogram of the distribution of these measurements.
Next, the electromechanical shaker was used to input 1 min of pure white noise excitation into the system. During the vibration, the peak values of the Bragg spectra from the embedded sensor and the surface-mounted sensor were sampled at 2 kHz using the Micron Optics hardware and software. Because the two sensors are in the same planar location on the plate but on opposite ends through the thickness, the strain time histories should be exactly opposite in magnitude of each other under an orthogonally applied forcing function. On completion of the vibration, the time histories were overlaid in Figure 16 .
The strain time histories show strong agreement with a subtle difference in magnitude. This difference is most likely due to the fact that the surface-mounted FBG is slightly further away from the neutral bending axis than the embedded FBG that is only one ply down from the opposite surface. It is also possible that subtle errors in sensor placement or orientation could account for the small errors. The strain time history from the embedded FBG shows no signs of ''peak hopping'' or ''wavelength hopping'' which is a phenomenon in which the interrogator is unable to accurately track the peak of the reflected Bragg spectra causing discontinuities in the strain time history (Webb et al., 2011) . This is normally caused by distortion in the spectrum that induces multiple peaks or a weak main peak, causing the internal peak-picking algorithm to ''hop'' around, given falsely discontinuous strain histories. With this auxiliary test, we have validated that the slightly distorted spectrum created by the bolt/washer assembly leaves the spectral structure intact enough to still allow the sensor to function as a traditional FBG strain sensor.
A final consideration is to understand how sensitive the feature is to normal operational loadings. An assumption was made that 1 min of pure white noise shaking that resulted in peak strains on the order of 50 microstrain should not cause any bolt loosening and, therefore, should not result in a significant change in the FWHM spectral measurement. So, after the shaking was completed, one final FWHM measurement was taken and placed into context of the original histogram in Figure 17 .
Conclusion
This article presented a new method to monitor bolt torque in a composite connection with an embedded FBG sensor and a specially designed washer. The bolt/ washer assembly introduced a deliberately designed strain gradient across the grating that caused a broadening of the reflected Bragg spectrum, which allowed for a FWHM measurement to correlate linearly to bolt torque. Although distorted, the reflected spectra still retained their shape sufficiently to permit the sensor to function as a strain sensor in the traditional usage mode. This was validated by comparison of time histories from the embedded FBG and a surface-mounted FBG. Finally, it was shown that the FWHM feature is not overly sensitive to operational loading. This article serves as a proof-of-concept study into the viability of this sensing methodology, but in addition to the viability, the practicality of the method still needs to be investigated. Only one washer design was presented here, but an optimization study should be conducted to find the final washer design. Additionally, this study only observes very short-term performance of the connection assembly, and the long-term behavior of the system would need to be investigated before this method could gain traction.
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